Abstract. Correctness of the results obtained in the recent analysis of the ππ interactions using new dispersion relations with imposed crossing symmetry condition is checked. The performed proof is based on purely mathematical relations and properties of analytic functions and concerns position of the scalar-isoscalar f 0 (500) (former σ) pole. Mere analysis of amplitudes expressed by the trigonometric functions and their derivatives clearly defines the area in which mass of the σ and its width must be located.
Method and results
Results on the σ pole position presented in [1] have been obtained using dispersive analysis without any model assumptions about specific energy dependence of the ππ amplitudes in the S (S 0) and P waves [2] .
To prove uniqueness of the new position of the σ pole one can use results of analysis presented in [3] . The authors fitted so called "Old" amplitudes with heavy and very wide σ meson (see [4] ) to the experimental data and to dispersion relations with imposed crossing symmetry condition i.e. to GKPY equations taken from [2] . They obtained "New" amplitudes and observed significant shift of the σ pole to position almost overlapping with that found in [1] . Phase shifts corresponding to both of these amplitudes are presented on Fig. 1 . Noticeable is significant differences between them especially between 500 and 800 MeV. One should also notice their completely different curvatures in this region caused by very different positions of the σ pole. Figure 1 presents also energy dependence of the KT II = KT 00 00 being dominant term in the GKPY equations for the scalar-isoscalar partial wave (for details see [2] ). Its shape is completely given by crossing symmetry condition.
Real parts of the "Old" S 0 input and output amplitude in the GKPY equations are presented on the Fig. 2 . In order to diminish difference between them one could intuitively think on a shifting down and up the real part of the input amplitude below and above about 650 MeV respectively. As is seen in the Fig. 3 it would lead to decrease of the phase shifts below about 900 MeV and simultaneously would reduce the imaginary part of the amplitude being an input in the GKPY equations. Comparison of the gradients of the imaginary and real parts seen on this figure shows that just the imaginary part changes faster than the real one.
Taking into account those facts and the shape of the dominant part of the GKPY equations shown on Fig. 1 above decrease of the phase shifts would cause faster decrease of the output amplitude than decrease of the real part of the input one below around 650 MeV and faster increase above this energy. It means that the input amplitude would not catch up the escaping output one. Therefore in order to diminish distance between them the phase shifts must not decrease but increase below about 800 MeV. Then, finally, the real parts of the input and output amplitudes can almost overlap (see Fig. 2 ) indicating that crossing symmetry condition below around 1 GeV is fulfilled.
Conclusions
This mathematical proof shows that the increase of the phase shifts and change of the curvature seen on the Fig. 1 , is unique consequence of the simple trigonometry relations and of the energy dependence of leading part of the GKPY equations given by the crossing symmetry condition. Such modification MeV. It is worth noting these completely independent analyses gave also similar errors of the pole position and were using different methods in determining the S and P wave ππ amplitudes below 800 MeV.
